Sri Lanka: covered from Jaffna to Galle

Access every corner with our extensive inland services.
Sri Lanka is the leading maritime hub of the South Asian region. It connects cargo travelling to and from Europe, East and South Asia, the Persian Gulf and East Africa. With a multicultural population of 21.4 million, the country is naturally blessed with a favorable climate, natural resources and a geographic location that position Sri Lanka at the centre of regions trading action.

The major export destinations of Sri Lanka are United States, India, Germany, United Kingdom, and Italy. Sri Lanka imports mostly from India, China, Singapore, Japan, and Malaysia.

Tea and women's apparel comprises the larger share of Sri Lanka's export graph. The top imports of Sri Lanka comprise volatile and fragile products such as refined petroleum, cars, light rubberised knitted fabric, broadcasting equipment, and packaged medicaments.

The robust trade landscape of Sri Lanka demands an integrated, accountable, reliable, and end-to-end supply chain system for both inbound and outbound cargo.

Maersk, the widest shipping network in the world, now takes care of your cargo in Sri Lanka with its extensive inland trucking service. With Colombo as a global port, Maersk has 50 Store Door facilities across Sri Lanka to ensure your cargo safely reaches the right door at the right time.

Source:
https://oec.world/en/profile/country/lka#:~:text=The%20top%20imports%20of%20Sri,and%20Packaged%20Medicaments%20(12%24307M
Your cargo stays on the right track, **always**

Our intimate understanding of Sri Lanka ensures your cargo is taken care of from origin to destination.

**Global presence**
Our wide network connects Sri Lanka with the world through transhipments at the Colombo ports for easy import and export of your goods.

**Faster transit times**
Multiple sailings per week, direct coverage and faster routes help your cargo to reach your doorstep in Sri Lanka from any anywhere in the world with competitive transit times.

**Doorstep delivery**
Our intermodal service and Store Door solution optimises the supply chain by taking care of warehousing and delivering of your cargo in multiple locations. Now, enjoy the ease of doing business with the assurance that your goods will reach the customer safe and sound.

**Ease of doing business**
Our end-to-end services ensure your cargo’s journey is seamless on land and ocean, both. Rest assured, your shipment will be safely transported to its destination on time, every time.

**Easy customs clearance**
Our Customs House Brokerage (CHB) services help you with the complexities of border controls and customs regulations during importing and exporting cargos, both in the place of origin and destination. Now, ship your goods without any hassle.

**Online tracking of cargo**
Our online tracking feature provides real-time data of your shipment, right from packing to delivering. Now, you can track your cargo round the clock till it reaches its destination.
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From the coasts, to the hills, and beyond

Our extensive inland shipment network brings your cargo direct to your doorstep.
Simplifying inland transportation with Custom House Brokerage

Our integrated logistics with customs clearance service takes your cargo safely to its destination.

Your cargo's journey doesn't just end at the port. So, we offer end-to-end inland trucking service across Sri Lanka and ensure your cargo reaches its destination intact and on time.

We also take care of customs clearance with our Customs House Brokerage (CHB) service in Sri Lanka.

- Your cargo is delivered from the loading port to your doorstep.
- Landing cost till your facility is known the day your shipment is booked.
- Transparent and fixed charges for transportation
- Online tracking facility of cargo until it reaches its specified destination.
- Real-time updates on your cargo’s customs clearance status, custom duty payments, inbound and outbound entries.
- Get important notifications via CHB Visibility Portal.
- Multi-stop feature enables dropping off your cargo at multiple locations between the point of origin and destination, along with diverting your cargo from one location to another.
- Ease of business enabled by simplifying the trucking landscape and inland connectivity.
- Competitive trucking prices and transparent billing at the time of booking.
All-inclusive trucking service for a hassle-free journey of your cargo

Driver Management

**Actionable Data**
See unique insights and trends based on your shipments, lanes and location. Access all the data you need and work with Maersk’s transport executives to save cost!

Vehicle Management

**Reliability & Compliance**
Coverage during critical capacity situations through our extensive vendor coverage. Maersk guarantees the highest compliance standards for health, safety, security and environment.

Journey Management

**Full Transparency**
Keep tabs on your shipments with real-time GPS tracking — no need to pick up the phone to get the visibility you need. Power at your fingertips.

Emergency Management

**No Hidden Costs**
You pay what you contract. No hidden fees, no surprise charges and a guarantee we’ll get the job done at that rate.
Access the world
with ease

Experience peace of mind with our full-service supply chain logistics that reliably takes your cargo to and from Sri Lanka.

- One-stop-shop for end-to-end supply chain services on land and ocean.

- Easy visibility of your cargo with online track-and-trace feature and a mobile app.

- Easy and digitised booking through Maersk Spot ensures transparent transaction for both ocean and inland shipment.

- Booking Agents are one point of contact assigned to handle everything about your cargo from booking, monitoring in-transit shipment, to keeping you informed about any pre-requisites that need to be fulfilled.
When choosing to transport Sri Lanka’s first and the only electric super car Vega, we spoke to a number of local and international shipping companies. Meeting with Maersk made our decision very easy. With expert domain knowledge, and immense experience in carrying valuable cargo, we were convinced that Maersk can do the job. The people at Maersk made us feel like a part of their own family, taking so many precautions to ensure that the car was delivered with high safety in a timely manner.

Beshan Kulapala
Director, Vega Innovations

For more information, contact your local Maersk sales representative.
Randika Lashani | Randika.Lashani@lns.maersk.com Contact: + 94 77 239 4692